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Report on the Empirical Research on Marginal Capital-Output Ratios
The purpose of the project was to find sufficient data for the
construction of long-term marginal capital-output ratios for as many
countries as possible. Emphasis was on the long-term aspect since
short-run ratios are highly unstable, as will be demonstrated in the
presentation of the statistical material
The project turned out to be a rather frustrating experience as
a substantial amount of time was spent in an attempt to find workable
statistical material without much success. The concrete, positive
results of the project are few and the main purpose of the report is
to give information about the existing useful historical material of
different countries and to describe some of the difficulties involved
in computing the relevant ratios.
There are two possible ways to construct the long-term ratio.
One is to plot capital stock estimates against net income (time repre-
sents a third dimension and is neglected) where the slope of the
regression curve fitted to the scatter represents the ratio. The second
way is to form the ratio of each year's net increment of the capital
stock to that of income (the short-run capital-output ratio) which
2plotted against income results in a scatter. The regression curve fitted
to this scatter is (or would be under ideal conditions) the marginal
curve of the regression obtained by the first procedure. In case of a
constant long-term ratio the regression of the marginal has to be
horizontal. In case of a variable long-term ratio, however, the regres-
sion of the marginal is the locus of the various long-run ratios corres-
ponding to different incomes.
Depending on our assumptions the income variable in both procedures
can assume the role of a lagged variable or alternatively it can have
the same date as the variables referring to capital and investment,
The two procedures require different statistical material. The
second of the two relies on yearly information on income and net capital
formation which with the possible exception of the United States cannot
be obtained for a long enough period.
The first procedure has to be elaborated upon since the statistical
material of this report was prepared primarily along those lines.
With capital plotted vertically and income horizontally the
resulting regression line will appear to be similar to an inverted slice
of a production function. The similarity is only superficial, however,
since none of the clearcut assumptions underlying the total-product-
curve can be maintained in this context. The total product curve
assumes the constancy of all productive factors other than capital, of
technology, and of institutional conditions. None of these conditions
are present in the background of our regression curve. This is an
important fact to keep in mind for those who may want to reach some
analytical conclusions from the material presented.
3Since the long-:run capital-,output ratio is a function of a number
of variables and the purpose of the presentation of the material collected
in this paper is to provide a basis for the future investigation of the
relationships between the ratio and the different variables, it is essen-
tial to be very explicit about what is being measured when we speak about
capital and income. As is to be expected, the concept of capital is the
more troublesome in this context.
It is not the purpose of the report to enter into conceptual dis-
cussions about the definition and measuremen t of capital since for our
purposes any "reasonable" system would be useful if applied consistently.
Nevertheless, there are certain conceptual problems relating to the
construction of marginal capital-output ratios which I think should be
mentioned briefly.
Both Colin Clark1 and Raymond W. Goldsmith 2 exclude everything
from their estimates which does not relate to reproducible wealth,
Goldsmith argues that the concept of national wealth for the
purpose of measuring economic growth should be limited by theoretical
considerations to the stock of man=*ade economic asset' His position
is that since the process of economic growth is one we conceive as the
result of human activity, the inclusion of land and natural resources
1. Colin Clark, The Conditions of Economic ProrEss Second
Edition, London: Mascmll l00
2. Raymond W. Ioldsmith, The Growth of Reproducible Wealth of
the United States of America from 1805 to 1950, Income and Weth,
Series II, Income and Wealth of the United States, IARIW, Cambridge:
Bowes & Bowes, -95.
3. _Ibid., p. 250.
Is
into the capiial-output ratio would distort the analysis of growth. Colin
Clark does not explain his motivation to exclude land. His reasons may
be more practical than theoretical; they may be related to the difficulty
of separating capital gains from real land values.
The decision to include or exclude land and resource values,
however, is one which has to depend on the ultimate use to be made of
the ratio. The important thing to remember is that if land and resources
are excluded from the concept of capital they have to be counted among
those variables which form a functional relationship with the ratio
itself.
Though both the Goldsmith and the imputed Clark position may have
a good deal to recommend them, all in all I would prefer the inclusion
of land and resource values into the concept of capital in this context.
Since national wealth measurements should include everything which gives
rise to income flows, the discovery or exhaustion of a natural resource
should not be dismissed simply by the argument that it is not man-made.
The fact that the resource was there before discovery is irrelevant;
the fact we are concerned with is that the discovery initiated a new flow
of real income. This problem is particularly relevant to countries which
rely to a great extent on the export of i'aw materials and where the accu-
mulation or decumulation of natural resources is an important factor in
economic growth.
Similarly, the position that because of the presence of capital
gains, land should be excluded from national wealth estimates may be mis-
leading in certain circumstances. It is true that we are interested in
the real stock of capital and not in disequilibrium changes in its market
value. But if the value of a farm increases because of the construction
of a road or railroad, and grain which was not marketable (hence was not
produced) previously now is produced and marketed, then income flows have
increased in the country and any subsequent wealth estimate should include
the land at its now higher value.
. It can be argued from one point of view that the ratio of the
railroad investment (ex land) and incremental income might be also a
measure of investment requirements, in which case we would have to con-
sider resources and land among the independent variables influencing the
ratio. With that however we further complicate the multiple correlation
problem involved in the study of the ratio. Exclusion of land and natural
resources would be a way to obtain a ratio for the purpose of estimating
the value of the productive resources which have to be invested in order
to obtain a certain increment of output. Alternatively the change in
the value of land or productive resources due to a shift in the supply
curve in response to the actual investment could be estimated in each
case. The total of this figure added to the value of the actual invest-
ment might result, however, in a more accurate way to predict the corres-
ponding increment of income than the use of the value of the actual
investment alone.
In addition to the theoretical arguments it can be also argued
that it is very difficult to separate in old and undetailed wealth totals,
land value from building values and from the value of many other types
of reproducible capital (irrigation ditches, roads, etc.). I think that
in computing the ratios for several countries, one may do better by
6including land and natural resources both for practical and theoretical
reasons.
In order to find meaningful capital-output ratios for several
countries, we have to strive for internal consistency among the different
estimates referring to the same country at different time periods and
for the consistency of the definitions used in the different countries.
Since interest was focused on long-term developments, an attempt
had to be made to dig back as far as the end of the nineteenth century.
As was expected the further one moves back in time, the scantier and
the less reliable the data became. Also, the conceptual framework on
which the old estimates were based is in many instances unexplained or
inconsistent with modern practices. There is no agreement among statis-
ticians as to how to measure capital and we have to assume in the absence
of detailed estimates that totals dating from different time periods are
based on a wide variety of conceptual notions. In many cases it is not
made clear what is included in the totals and the reliability of the
estimates is something of a question.
The internal consistency and reliability of different benchmark
estimates can be tested by whatever information on net capital formation
is available, and out of the resulting discrepancy one may project the
margin of error. But information on capital formation in itself is
scarce and in most cases this approach proves fruitless.
In addition to errors in the benchmark estimates themselves, errors
induced by the deflator have to be mentioned. These are caused by the
weaknesses of the price indices and by the fact that valuing certain
7capital items in constant prices blocks out changes in the income producing
capacity of the item. The weakness of the deflators usually employed is
this: disregarding errors in their statistical construction, they are
rather vague cost of living indices and they are not based on the cost
of construction and the prices of the different capital goods. It cannot
be expected that the movement of capital goods prices should stay in
phase with the fluctuations of the cost of living. Also, the amplitude
of the price movement of capital goods coincides even less with that of
the general level of the cost of living.
R. W. Goldsmith, in his excellent paper on American capital growth,1
eatiates that the margin of error in his totals of national wealth can
hardly be below 20 per cent. Keeping in mind that the United States has
more statistical information available than most other countries, this
fact should give some indication of the minimum level of the margin of
error.
One additional comment should be made at this point about the
comparability of the different benchmark estirates. Actually, all of
the preceding discussion is directly relevant to this problem of com-
parability. However, there remains one important undiscussed aspect:
the cyclical position of the benchmark years should ideally be at an
identical phase of the business cycle, and if possible at the full
employment position. This is a requirement which cannot be fulfilled
again because of the paucity of data,
The second method of constructing the ratio as described pre-
viously requires series of net capital formation. Unfortunately, in
most cases such series do not exist and we have to deal with scattered
1. Goldsmith, op. cit., p. 258.
8estimates out of which by way of projection yearly approximations may
be obtained. In many instances, however, only gross capital formation
estimates exist and there is no reliable indication of what depreciation
would amount to, Since depreciation per year appears to vary approximate-
ly between 20 and 60 per cent of the gross amount per year, and may
fluctuate considerably over the cycle, it seems an unwarranted proce-
dure to subtract an arbitrary constant percentage rate from the gross
totals in order to reach a net total.
It is quite tempting to argue that gross capital formation measured
against the increment of gross income may be a more accurate means to
investigate economic growth. The underlying reason can be stated in terms
of the operational vagueness of the concept of capital consumption. It
is difficult to estimate capital consumption over a year. The estimates
are based on business depreciation allowances and there is no way to
tell to what degree these allowances correspond to the real state of
affairs. Depreciation measured by "replacement" is also misleading
since in the majority of cases substitution is involved, replacement
being one of the standard ways to introduce innovation. 1
Whatever conveniences attached to measuring gross totals, the
ratio formed by them is more difficult to evaluate than the net ratio,
Once we use gross concepts we cannot speak about the stock of capital
any more and the method of relating the capital stock to income becomes
1. Gross capital formation with the substraction of the yearly
apportioned difference between the cost and scrap value of the equip.
ment or capital goods y'ields a net total, The necessary information,
however, is not available for the computation of such a not totalo
9inadmissable. It is possible to obtain a scatter of short-run gross
ratios and fit a regression to it but it would be difficult to say in
advance what the relationship between such a regression and the one
based on net totals would be, The gross ratio is dependent on composite
totals which form more complex functional relationships than the net
variables and depending on the increment of net income and the amount
of capital consumption the gross ratio may behave quite erratically
even when the net ratio remains stable. (The reason is that we deal
with increments of income rather than with income totals),
Income series as opposed to those of capital and investment
represent a somewhat lesser problem. Lately under the sponsorship of
the International Association for Research in Income and Wealth (IARIW)
valuable income series have been prepared for several countries, going
back as far as the turn of the century or even farther. 1  These series
are, I believe, quite suitable for zesponsible research work since they
are constructed on the basis of modern national income accounting tech-
niques and are quite explicit about their weaknesses, degree of relia-
bility, conceptual framework, etc. In spite of some minor differences
in accounting techniques, it is fair to say that for our purposes they
are quite acceptable since the resulting discrepancies are negligible.
It should be kept in mind that the conversion of the estimates to con-
stant price level introduces another source of error which, however, is
unavoidable since rates of changes in economic activity can be measured
1. Unfortunately, these are difficult to obtain since they are
available with a few exceptions only in limited numbers of mimeographed
copies0
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only in constant values, The problem is similar in nature to that of
the deflation of capital estimates which was discussed in the preceding
paragraphs.
Finally some mention has to be made about the degree of reliability
or margin of error of the marginal capital output ratios based on the
available data.
It was mentioned earlier that Goldsmith estimates 20 per cent
as the minimum margin of error in his wealth totals. It is clear that
a margin of error of say 20 per cent in the different estimates creates
a much wider range of error in the capital-output ratio. We can demon-
strate this fact by simple numerical examples. Let us assume that we
have a short-run marginal ratio which would be 3:1 under perfect
measurement. If there was a 20 per cent margin of error in the estimate
of the increment of income (which implies an error in income totals less
than 20 per cent) and another 20 per cent in net capital formation the
ratio could be anywhere between about 2:1 and 4:i. If the ratio is
constructed, however, by taking the slope of the curve between two
benchmark estimates the variation in the ratio has to be necessarily
considerably larger and will also depend on the absolute magnitude of
the increments involved.
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II
In the following section the actual findings of the research project
are presented. Long-run capital-output relations were obtained for the
following countries:
1. United States
2. Japan
3. Denmark
4. Canada
No attempt was made to convert the estimates into a common currency,
(such as Colin Clark's international units) partly because conversion
inevitably introducos a substantial distortion and partly because lumping
together all countries for the purpose of obtaining a "cosmic" capital-
output ratio (as Clark attempts to do) is inadmissable on theoretical
grounds.
Regressions for the purpose of finding marginal ratios were not
fitted to the capital-output scatters. The choice of curve and the pos-
sible omission of certain observations involves a subjective decision
which should be made by those who will attempt to use the data collected
here.
All capital-output relationships presented here are in terms of
variables referring to the same time point.
*
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1. United States
Capital-output relations can be obtained from the data presented
int S. Kusnets, "Longtime Changes in the National Income of the United
States since 1679" Trends and Structure in the United States, Income and
Wealth, Series II, (Bowes & Bowes, Cambridge, 1952); and, U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, National-Income, 1954 Edition, supplement to the Sury
of Current Business, (U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,
1955).
Capital estimates for selected years 1879-1944 are obtained from
Kuznets 1 in 1929 dollars both for reproducible and total capital (including
land). The capital estinate for 1953 is found by adding the sum of net
domestic and foreign investment of the period 1945-1953 to the total for
1944. The calculation is based on information given in the Supplement.
Income figures are shown in decade averages in Kuznets for the
period 1869-1948. The definitions used for these totals are those of
the NBER and have to be converted to conform to the system of the Depart-
ment of Commerce. A conversion key is given for GNP3 from the year
of 1909. Since the difference between the NBER and the Department of
Commerce estimates is in the treatment of government and the importance
of the government sector decreases as we go back in time, it was assumed
that for 1879 the two systems would approximate a one-to-one correspondence.
The key for 1889 and 1899 results from a projection along a straight line
1. Kusnets, "Longtime changes in the National Income . . .", op. cit.
p. 78.
2. Ibid.w p. 31.
3. Ibid,, p. 32
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bepween the indices of 1879 and 1909.1
For the period after 1929 yearly estimates of NP in current dollars
are given in the Supplement. The same source gives an implicit index
series (for GNP) based 1947. The current dollar series was converted to
1929 constant dollars by the use of this implicit index series transfera
red to 1929 base. 2
Capital-output relationships are presented in Figure I both for
total capital and reproducible capital. The corresponding totals are
shown in Table I. The information on reproducible capital includes an
observation for 1953. No information is available on total capital for
the period after 1944.
The resulting scatters are similar in shaper a logistic curve des-
cribes both relationships for the period 1879 to 1944. The only obsera-
tion which would not conform to such a regression is the one for the
year 1934 (which can easily be explained in terms of the depression).
For the period 1944-1953 there is a marked increase in reproducible
capital with a high marginal ratio.
Based on historical considerations, it is tempting to disregard
all observations relating to the depression md the Second World War and
1. Ibid., pp.31-33. For detailed discussion of differences in estimateso
2. It should be remembered that a simple mathematical transfer of
the base introduces a bias caused by relative price movements. An index
in decade averages with base 1929 is given by Kuznets, op. cit., p. 30,
which yields (by taking midpoints) for the years 1934, 1939 and 1944
indices which are higher than those of the Suplement by about 5 per
cent for 1934 and 10 per cent for 1939 and 19449 . m
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TABLE I
UNITED STATES
(All figures are in 1929 constant dollars; billions)
I 1I III TV Y
Reproducible Total N. N. P. Conversion N. N. P.
Capital Capital N. B. E. R. from NBER Dept. of
to Dept. of Commerce
Commerce
1 1879 38.8 70.3 14.0 1.00 14.0
2 1889 62.6 114.o 22.o 1.02 22.5
3 1899 101.0 179.0 31.0 1.04 32.2
4 1909 152.0 269.0 45.5 1.06 48.2
5 1919 215.0 366.0 58.8 1.10 63.8
6 1924 214.0 393.0 69.5 1.06 73.7
7 1929 28300 447.0 -- 95.8
8 1934 290.0 440.0 - 70.6
9 .9 39 288oO. 432 - loo.6
10 1944 347.0 510.0 -- - 177.0
11 1953 466.o00 no .- 198.A
Source:
Column
"f
Column
Column
Column
Columnt"
I, lines 1-10, Kuznets, p. cit., p. 78.
", line 11, based on data given in S lement,
II, lines 1-10, Kuznets, op.cit., p. 70
III, lines 1-6, Ibi., p. 31.
IV, lines 1-6, Ibid., pp. 29-31.
V, lines 1-6, prodict of columns III and IV.
", lines 7-11, based on data given Supplement,
1954.
*n. i. = no information
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to connect the observations of 1929 and 1953 with a straight line.1
Similarly the points relating to 1889 and 1929 could be connected.
The year 1929 is a cyclical peak and the year 1889 is one of prosperity
followed by the cyclical peak in 1890.
If such a procedure is admissable we find that the marginal ratio
of the period 1889 to 1929 calculated for the relation of reproducible
capital and income is about 3:1 whereas the ratio relating to the period
1929 to 1953 is about 1.8:1. The over-all ratio resulting from connect-
ing the points of 1889 and 1953 is about 2.3:1.
Short-run marginal ratios are prepared and presented in: Raymond
W. Goldsmith, "The Growth of Reproducible Wealth of the United States
of America from 1805 to 1950", in Trends and Structure in the United
States, (Bowes & Bowes, Cambridge, 1952).
The paper "deals with the measurement of national wealth
insofar as it provides an indication of a country's economic growth"
and is a by-product of a study of saving in the United States from
1897 to 1950 sponsored by the Life Insurance Association.
Goldsmith's Section 3 is devoted to "National capital coefficients"
and his Table 5 (reproduced below as Table II on p.18) gives a yearly
estimate of both average and marginal capital-output ratios from 1897
to 1950. The ratios calculated both for total reproducible tangible
wealth, and structures and producers' equipment.
1. The difference between marginal ratios relating to the two war
periods may originate from the fact that the country entered the Second
World War with free capacity.
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The conclusion in the author's words is:
Probably the most interesting fact emerging from this
table is the absenge of any pronounced trend in the average
national coefficient . . . for the period 1897 to 1929. What
fluctuations are shown in the ratio appear to reflect mainly
the cyclical movements of real net national product. When
comparison is limited to years of full employment, it is dif-
ficult to detect any movement in the ratio. For such years
the broader ratio remains close ti 31 and the narrower ratio
to 2j times net national product.
With reference to the marginal coefficient the author says:
They turn out to be exceptionally erratic which may be
partly due to defects in the undelying statistics, but also
appears to reflect lack of pronounced correlation between
year to year changes in reproducible tangible wealth and in
net national product. This certainly casts some doubt if
not on the theoretical validity then at least on the practical
applicability of mush of the so-called accelerator analysis to
short new problems.
The estinrates given in the paper are based on the latest available
material and are computed very carefully. The weaknesses are spelled
out in detail and-as already mentioned earlier---the margin of error
is estimated to be not less than 20 per cent for wealth totals.
In addition to the above the paper contains excellent statistical
material presented in the appendix. Information is available on the
composition of wealth 1805-1948, estimates of wealth, wealth deflators,
military assets, cyclical positions of different estimates and rates of
growth of wealth, etc.
1. Goldsmith, op. ci., p. 297.
2. Ibidyp P. 300.
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TABLE II
UNITED STATES
National Capital Coefficients: 1897 to 1950*
Average Coefficients Marginal Coefficients
Year Total Structures Total Structures
R. T. W. and R. T. W. and
Producers' Producers'
Equipment Equipnent
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1931
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
3.59
3.57
3.44
3.41
3.20
3.29
3.27
3.45
3.34
3.15
3.19
3.59
3.16
3.29
3.47
3o55
3.55
3.84
3.60
3.35
3.13
3.oo
3.10
3.56
3.91
3.74
3.37
3.46
3.51
3.Lj5
3.58
3.68
2.68
2.66
2.54
2..51
2.37
2.44
2.42
2.56
2.49
2.34
2.37
2.68
2.38
2.47
2.61
2.68
2.68
2.90
2.70
2.47
2.28
2.17
2o24
2.54
2.76
2.63
2.35
2.42
2.46
2.42
2.51
2.59
2,82
1.70
2.80
1.11
10.65
2.88
-5.73
1.81
1.42
4.16
-1.38
0.58
-43.31
-5.20
15.66
3.38
-2.52
1.21
1.31
1.19
1.07
-1.17
-0.85
-1.15
1.30
0.99
9.6
5.17
2.59
16.36
15.37
2.10
0.96
1.71
0.94
8.28
2.04
-.486
1.42
0.98
3.16
-1.22
0.55
-32.64
-3.90
12.62
2.63
-1.97
0.68
0.57
0.60
0,66
-2.20
-0.33
-0043
0.75
0.60
6.75
3.88
1.80
12.07
12.06
(Continued next page)
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(Table II, continued)
Average Coefficients Marginal doeffcients
Year Total Structures Total Structures
R. T. W. and R. T. W. and
Producers' Producers'
Equipment Equipmnt
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1929 3.51 2.47 1.52 1.08
1930 3.99 2.81 -0.89 -o.64
1931 4.36 3.09 -0.36 -o.31
1932 5.07 3.63 0.51 0.15
1933 4.94 3.59 25.o4 10.67
1934 4.30 3.15 -1.15 -0.63
1935 3085 2.82 -0.53 -0O43
1936 3.37 2.45 0.07 -0.06
1937 3.27 2.35 1.18 o.36
1938 3.49 2.49 -0.76 -0.24
1939 3a21 2.29 0.25 0.09
1940 2.98 2.10 0.74 0.25
1941 2.43 1.68 o.42 0.14
1942 2.40 1.63 1.73 0.45
1943 2.12 1.43 -0.05 .0.08
1944 1.9 1.32 -0.43 -0.23
1945 1.96 1.34 1.15 o.46
1946 2.24 1.51 -0.50 -0.18
1947 2.43 1.59 -8.57 -3.11
1948 2.51 1.62 5.81 2.63
1949 2.67 1.71 -10.90 -6.22
1950 2.61 1081
Source:
Reproduced from R. W. Goldsmith, op. cit,, p. 297.
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Kazuski Ohkawa and Associates in an article entitled "The Rate of
Growth in Japan's Economy," published in The Economie Review, Vol. 3,
No. 1, Tokyo, January 1952, (in Japanese with English suavary) have
revised Colin Clark's income data. Unfortunately, there is no transla-
tion available and the full benefit of their analysis is not available
to us. They state, however, in their English summary that Clark's
estimates of Japan's net national product ae underestimated in the
early periods and too large at later periods, A table on page 42 compares
their estimates against Clark's. There is also a series available on
yearly income from 1913 to 1939 expressed in international units1 and
totals of capital (both including and excluding land) for five bench-
mark years from 1913 to 1935.2
Using this data, a capital estimate was obtained for 1900 by rudi-
mentary methods. The average income was taken for the period 1900 to
1913 and multiplied by the number of years in the period.3 Arbitrarily
10 per cent of this amount was taken as net increase of stock of capital
during the period. 4 The total thus derived is consistent with the 1913
and 1919 estimates by inspection of the scatter, (This, of course, does
not validate the procedure.)
The capital estimate of 1939 originates from Clark. It appears that
it is reasonably consistent with what I take is an investment series (in
1. K. Ohkawa, 2o cit., p. 48.
2. -ijd*, p. 49.
3. Based on estimates of Ohkawa, the average income was taken to
be 3.7 for the period 1900-1912. Ibij, p. 42.
4. No reliable estimate can be found in the relevant literature,
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Japanese) given by Ohkawa.1 No information is available on total capital
for the years 1900 and 1939, and not even a projection is pos-
sible.
The shape of the scatter (based on reproducible capital) shows a
rapid increase of capital for the period 1900 to 1924 with an increasing
marginal ratio. From 1924 the scatter is along a nearly straight line
which has a slope of about 4.7:1.
*
1. Kasuski Ohkawa, op. cit., p. 48.
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(All estimates are
TABLE III
JAPAN
in milliards of international units)
Year Capital Capital National
ex land inc. land Income
1 1900 18.8 n. i. 3.0
2 1913 23.6 42.4 4.8
3 1919 29.1 48.6 5.7
4 3924 43.9 69.8 7.0
5 1930 53.2 84.7 8.7
6 1935 67.1 95.6 11.5
7 1939 84,0 n. i. 15.5
Source:
Column I, line 1: projected (see text above).
" ", lines 2-6: Ohkawa, op. cit., p. 49.
" ", line 7: Colin Clark, Conditions of Economic Progress,
II ed., p. 500.
Column II, lines 2-6: Ohkawa, op. cit.. p. 49.
Column III, line 1: based on Ohkawa, op. cit., p. 42.
" " , lines 2-7: I , p. 48.
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3. Denmark
Income estimates for Denmark are presented in: Kjeld Bjerke, Pre-
liminary Estimates of the Danish National Product from 1870 to 1950, n
unpublished, mimeographed, presented at the Third Conference of the IAIW,
Castelgandolfo, 1953.
The estimates (comparable to the NNP concept of the Department of
Comerce) are given in overlapping decade averages in 1929 constant
currency. Yearly estimates were obtained by connecting midpoints and
the estimate for 1864 (a year for which a capital benchmark estimate is
available) was derived by the projection of the resulting curve. For
1939, in order to avoid the distortion of the war, the trend of the pre-
ceding decades was extended.
Capital estimates were provided by the Government of Denmark Statis-o
tical Department through private correspondence. These benchmark estimates
are of a high degree of uncertainty according to the Statistical Depart-
ment and have to be treated with the proper amount of skepticism A price
index based 1929 for gross investment 1 is available in overlapping decade
averages. In order to obtain indices for individual years midpoints were
connected. Again to avoid wartime distortion the average of the thirties
was used to deflate the estimate of 1939. The year 1864 was deflated by
the average index of the seventies. 2
The capital estimate for 1950 is considerably smaller than that for
1939 and even 1927. Since there is no reason to believe that this should
1. Bjerke, op. cit., p. 45.
2. There is no information available on Danish cyclical behavior
for this period. The arbitrariness of such a procedure should be realized.
be true, we have to conclude that the estimate is inconsistent. For this
reason it was excluded from Figure III.
The capital estimates include land values and in the absence of any
relevant inforation, there is no way to separate them from reproducible
capital. It is just possible, however, .that in Denmark's case the in-
elusion or exclusion of land would not essentially influence the marginal--
capital output ratio0 There was no major territorial expansion (such as
land reclamation) in the farm sector during the period in question, and
if the movement of capital goods prices corresponds to that of land
values (of which there is no evidence), the inclusion of land results
only in a parallel upward shift in the scatter which does not affect the
marginal ratio.
All capital estimates are based on official assessments which pro--
bably result in an understatement of values.
A crude fitting by eye reveals a marginal ratio of about 4b: 1 for
the period 1864 to 1909 and 2:1 for 1909 to 1939. Taking the slope of
a straight line between the points 1864 and 1939, the over-all ratio is
about 3}:1.
*
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TABLE IV
DENMARK
(All estimates are in billions of constant 1929 kronors)
S III
Year Capital Net National Price Index
Product Base 1929
1 1864 7.6 0.9 46
2 1884 15.8 1.37 41
3 1899 15.3 2.25 47
4 1909 18.9 2.95 53
5 1927 21.4 4.80 112
6 1939 26.2 6.50 110
7 1950 20.8 7.30 262
Source:
Column I, lines 1--7: current kronor totals from private correspondence
with Government of Denmark Statistical Department,
converted by indices based on averages presented
in Bjerke, op. cit., p. 45.
Column II, lines 1--: based on averages presented in Bjerke, p., cit.,
p. 5.
Column III, lines 1--7: based on averages presented in Bjerke, o2.
cit.. p. 45.
For details, see text above.
Note: The double points for the years 1864 and 1939
represent alternative ways of projection as
spelled out in the text above.
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4. Canada
The latest and most complete information on Canada is given in
0. J. Firestone, 'tanada's Economic Development, 1867-1952"(with special
reference to changes in the country's national product and national
wealth); unpublished, mimeographed, prepared for the Third Conference
of the IA HIW, Catelgandolfo, 1953.
The work is a comprehensive collection of all available statistical
material and new estimates on GNP, NNP, capital formation, national
wealth, etc. In spite of the ample material, an attempt to construct
capital-output relations produces results which are at least in part
nonsensical.
Information on land (based on official estimates) ia given in
Firestone on page 234. There is no land deflator available and the one
given for capital goods had to be used. It turns out, however, that
the subtraction of land influences the marginal ratio only to a very
small degree (which is rathe r difficult to believe in the case of a
country where new frontiers are being opened up),
Capital, accor'ding to Firestone's data increases from 8,900 million
constant dollars in 1895 to 14,500 millions in 1920.1 From 1920 on,
however, according to official estimates capital increases at an enormous
rate to 29,100 millions by 1929. At the same time national income
increases at a much slower rate from about 1,950 millions in 1895 to
1. Indices for conversion are given in Firestone, op. cit., p. 130.
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4,700 millions in 1929. The resulting marginal capital-output ratio is
about 4.2:1 for the period between 1895 and 1920; from there on it becomes
nonsensical.
Information on gross and net capital formation is available only
for the years 1870, 1900, 1920, 1929, 1939, 1945, 1950, 1951, and 1952.2
Extrapolating from this meager evidence, it seems that the capital estimates
of 1895, 1903, 1913 and 1920 are approximately consistent (this would
also be confirmed by inspecting a scatter diagram of the different capital
estimates). Calculating the average capital forma tion for the twentieth
based on the net investment and foreign balance estimates given for 1920
and 1929,3 and adding the same to the total wealth estimate of 1920, we
find that the discrepancy between the official estimates of wealth and
the total thus obtained is just about 12,000 millions (40 per cent of the
official estimates and half of the estimates based on the above procedure).
Should this somewhat doubtful ad hoc procedure be accepted, then
the long-run capital-output ratio would be*about 2.7:1 for the period
1895 to 1929.
1. Firestone gives information on NNP for selected years, which
were connected with a straight line to obtain data for the years needed.
A similar procedure was used to obtain price indices.
2. Firestone, op. cit., p. 63.
3. e, pp. 63 and 177.
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TABLE V
CANADA
(All figures in constant million dollars)
Base 1935-1939 - 100
Year Total Land Reproducible N. N. P.
Capital Values Capital
1 1895 8,900 1,800 7,100 1,950
2 1903 11,300 1,800 9,500 2,350
3 1920 14,500 2,000 12,500 3,250
4 1925 20,000 2,500 17,500 4,000
5 1929 29,100 3,100 26,000 4,700
6 1929 17,500 3,100 14,400 4,700
Source:
Column I, lines 1-5: estimates given by Firestone, p p. 130;
deflated by indices, ibid, p. 130.
" ",~ line 6: extrapolated as explained in text*
Column II, lines 1-6: estimates, Firestone, opt cit., p. 234; deflated
by indices, jbid, p. 130.
Column III, lines 1-6: difference of Columns I and II.
Column IV, lines 1-6: based on Firestone, o. cit., p. 27.
FIGURE IV
CANADA
Relationship of Capital and Output
(All totals in constant million dollars)
Base 1935-1939 - 100
Solid line: reproducible capital
Broken line: total capital
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III
In the section below several countries will be discussed for which
some, but insufficient data are available for the construction of capital-
output relationships, or for which such relationships were constructed
previously (by Colin Clark); and there is no additional evidence to
invalidate these earlier findings.
1. Italy
There is no evidence available other than Colin Clark's for total
capital. His figures are based on estimates which were derived by the
method of capitalization of incomes and for this reason not too much
confidence can be attached to them; Clark's income totals are also
unreliable and outdated.
Unfortunately new estimates of capital refer only to private wealth
This information on private wealth is given by Francesco Coppola D'Anna,
"Valuation of National Wealth and Income for Italy, "unpublished, mimeo-
graphed, prepared for the 1951 meeting of the IARIW. The same paper a3so
presents income estimates.
The paper presents five yearly averages for both income and private
wealth in current and constant lira. There is some doubt in the author's
mind as to the precision of his figures; nevertheless, the
data roughly agrees with the results arrived at by other calculations,
especially in the case of income.
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There are several estimates and series relating to private wealth
which served partly as sources and partly as counterchecks in the prepa-
ration of the series, An important source is a series prepared by %letti-'
74arsanil which is considerably higher than that of the author with the
gap widening with time. The two series are not comparable due to dif-
ferences in the method of construction; nevertheless, the gap may be an
indication of the fact that Coppola's series might be on the low side.
In spite of the (for our purposes) unsuitable definition of capital,
an attempt was made to construct capital-output relationships (which is
not comparable to any of the relationships presented in Section II above).
The resulting scatter is remarkably uniform in its spread. A slightly
bent (concave from above) monotonously increasing curve could be fitted
almost perfectly to the scatter. The capital-output ratio thus reveals
an increasing teneency from an initial approximate h.5:1 (1861-1895)
to about 7.5:1 (1891-1938). If land values are taken out, the capital-
output ratio may improve somewhat. I have no reliable source for land
values only for the period of 1901-1915.2 The indication is that during
this period the proportion of the values of land to total wealth has
fallen from an initial 50 per cent to about 45 per cent.
1. See paper by F. Coppola D'Anna, OP. cit., pp. 6-8, 11.
2. Ib , p. 20o
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The latest computation of income is given in Paul Jostock, The
Lo-Term Growth of National Income in Germ paper prepared for
the Third Conference of the IARIW, 1953. The paper contains ten-year
averages of net product from 1860 to 1914 and from 1925 to 1939; also
biennial averages for the period 1925 to 191a. Deflation is carried
out for years before 1913 by a wholesale index, after 1913 by the cost
of living. Since the latter fluctuates at a different phase and
amplitude from that of the former, comparison between the two periods
has to be taken with a grain of salt. A major problem of evaluation
presented by
and comparison is/the frequency of territorial changes over the period.
The area is unchanged from 1860 to 1914. Changes after 1914 can be
expressed in percentages of the pre-1914 situation, but differences of
concentration of capital pouplation, land, etc., in the changing areas
inhibit comparison.
There is no indication in this paper of what capital developments
were over the period. A promising paper by the same author entitled
'The Growth of National Income and National Wealth in Germany," unpublished,
prepared for the Second Conference of the IARIW, 1951, is unavailable
at all sources which were at my disposal,
Because of the proble: of frequent territorial changes Colin Clark's
findings (which to my knowledge are unadjusted to these changes) can-
not be considered valid.
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3. Nowa
The main body of new material is included in National Accounts for
Norway 1900-1950," paper prepared by the Central Bureau of Statistics
of Norway for the Third Conference of the IARIW, Castelgandolfo, 1953,
unpublished, mimeographed. Gross domestic product figures are given
together with breakdowns for consumption, government gross capital
formation, etc. Deflators are available in National Accounts 1-1l29
published by the Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway; from 1900 to
1950 for product, capital formations trade, etc.
No information is available on capital consumption nor on national
wealth totals.
Another paper prepared for the same 'Conference by Otto Hiorth,
"Methods of Esti mation of Items in the Capital Account _of Norway"(un-
published, mimeographed) does not give any actual figures, discusses
theoretical problems related to the topic.
A letter from the Statistical Office of Norway gives the information
that tnere are only two benchmark estimates available for national wealth:
one for 1939 and another far 1945. The estimates are given in some
detail in this letter.
There is some information concerning capital formation and depre-
ciation in Norway in the United Nations Statistical Papers, Series H.
No. 5, 1954. According to the evidence depreciation in 1938 and 1946
may have been as high as 65 per cent of gross investment whereas in
37-
1947 and 1948 it was 50 and 55 per cent respectively. Based on this
information it would be possible to arrive at a total wealth figure
in 1900 by the use of the gross investment data of the National Accounts
paper, of the capital estimates given in the mentioned letter and of
some heroic assumptions concerning depreciation. .
I think it is worth rntioning that Colin Clark's income figures
for Norway do not agree at all with those presented in the National
Accounts paper. I do not exactly know where the difference lies since
it is not clear whether Clark refers in his table for Norway to income
in constant or market prices, but whatever the case, there is a signi-
ficant discrepancy.
*
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4. Netherlands
There is no informatiori beyond the material already given in Colin
Clark which would throw new light on capital-output ratios.
The paper of . . D. Derksen,,"The National Income of the Nether.-
lands," (unpublished, mimeographed, Third Conference of IARIW, 1953)
gives only an index series of real national income from 1900 to 1952.
Checking these against Colin Clark's data, we find that Clark's estimates
approximately agree (within 10 to 15 per cent).
As far as capital is concerned, I was unable to dig up anything
significant. There is one estimate by Derksen for 1938 (28.7 billion
guilders) in his paper National Wealth Estimates for the Netherlands
Presented in a National Balance Sheet (unpublished, mimeographed, 1948).
Colin Clark mentions certain amounts of net capital formation for the
twentieth and thirtieth and presents totals without referring to source,
There is no way at my disposal to form an idea about their degree of
reliability.
*
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5. Sweden
The ccmprehensive work, The National Income of Sweden, 1861-190,
(Stockholm Economic Studies No. 5a), presents reliable series on income
and gross investment. There is no information on aggregate depreciation
though depreciation totals are given for different industries for the
period after 1891. All data available are included in Colin Clark's
estimates (for the period 1896-1929) and there is no information which
would invalidate his findings.
A summary of Colin Clark's totals are given in the following
table:
(All totals in millions of i. u.)
Capital Net National
Year (excluding land) Product
1896 4,4495 68k
1913 6,160 1,267
1929 8,650 1,870
The evidence yields for the period 1896-1929 a long-run marginal
ratio of about 3,5:1. For the period after 1931 no industry estimates
exist for depreciation nor can aggregate estimates be obtained. In the
U. W. statisticalPer Series H, where depreciation figures are col-
lected for about thirty countries, Sweden is represented only by gross
totals.
* *
*
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6. United Kingdom
In spite of the considerable statistical material, reliable marginal
ratios cannot be constructed. The best available series on income and
investment are given in: A. R. Prest, "National Income of the United
Kingdom, 18 70-1946," Economic Journal Vol. LVIII, March 1948; and
J. B. Jefferys and D. Walters, "National Income and Expenditure of the
United Kingdom, 1870-1952," (unpublished, mimeographed, prepared for
the Thrid Conference of the IARIW, 1953).
The Jefferys and Walters series are slightly modified and improved
versions of the data prepared by Prest.
According to the evidence presented by Jefferys and Walters the
statistical discrepancy between the series prepared by the income and
the expenditure methods decreasesa gradually from an initial 16-19 per
cent to about 10 per cent for the year 1900, and 7 per cent for the year
1905. This fact casts some doubt on the validity of the data for the
first three decades.
No reliable information is available for the periods 1914-1923 and
1939-19450
Since the Jefferys and Walters paper is not easy to obtain a
summary table of their findings is given below.
Colin Clark based his estimates on earlier series than those listed
above and correspondingly his series are somewhat different though with
the exception of some years the difference is not significant. Capital
figures given by Clark (based on Stamp and Campion) indicate that total
capital (excluding land) has decreased during the period 1913-1926-1928
by about 12 per cent, and that capital in the years 1932-1934 was still
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somewhat less than the total given for the year 1913. The phenomenon
can be explained probably by the loss of foreign assets during and after
World War I. Income continued to increase during this period.
TABLE VI
Flow of Goods and Services to Consumers including Current
Expenditure of Public Authorities and Capital Formation,
at 1912-13 prices,
United Kingdom, 1870-1950
Flow of
Goods to
consumers
and expendi-
ture of
public autho-
rities (annual
averages in
bmn)
(2)
Gross
Capital
formation
including
stock changes
and net over-
seas lending
(annual ave-
rages in bmn)
(3)
Net Domestic
capital form-
ation including
stock changes
and net over-
seas lending
(annual ave-
rages in bmn)
(4)
Column (3)
as per-
centage of
(2) + (3)5%
(5)
Column (4)
as per-
centage of
(2) + ()%
(6)
Decade
1870-1879
1875-1884
1880-1889
1885-1894
1890-1899
1895-1904
1900-1909
1905-1913(9 years)
Five years
1924-1928
1929-1933
1934-1938
1946-1950
1084.7
1216.0
1378.8
1573.6
1791.9
1980.6
2057.4
2096.7
A. 1870-1913
164.1
178.0
219.3
227.7
258.8
292.1
319.8
378.7
B. 1924-1950
2600.8
2938.6
3231.6
4101.0
256.8
204.3
322.9
309.8
Jefferys and Walters, op. cit., p. 10
(1)
143.0
153.4
192.3
197.5
222.9
252.2
279.2
336.7
13.1
12*8
13,7
12.6
12.6
12.9
13.5
15.3
31.6
1.2
12.2
n.1
11.1
11.3
n1.9
13.8
183.9
106,8
189.
171.8
90
6.5
1000
?.0
6*6
3.5
505
4.o
own"
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France
The case appears to be similar to that of the United Kingdom,
According to Clark, French capital in 1920 was at or below the level
of the total in 1913, since capital losses during the war were severe,
At the same time real incone continued to increase.
There is a great wealth of material available (listed by Clark)
both for capital and income. It appears however that most of the
evidence consists of estimates which are not based on consistent
techniques and accounting principles.- It is impossible to clarify
the nature of the adjustments and projections made by Colin Clark,
*
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IV
In the following section some of the relevant literature will be
listed and where necessary, also discussed. The bibliography is not
by any means complete and its only purpose is to supplement the sources
already listed in the previous sections.
(1) The International Organisation for Research in Income and
Wealth has sponsored a number of studies some of which are already dis-
cussed in Sections II and III in connection with the individual coun-
tries. The ones listed above with the exception of two essays on the
United States are all unpublished. Many of the papers, however, appeared
in print under the title Income and Wealth, Series I, II, and III (1951,
1952, and 1953 respectively) published by Bowes and Bowes, Cambridge,
England.
Series II was already referred to in connection with the United
States. Series I and III offer little in terms of actual historical
findings1 but contain a number of useful articles on problems related
to the measurement of income, welfare, etc.
An unpublished paper of considerable interest presented at the
1949 meeting of the Association is G. Sturel, "Development of Stock of
1. Series III contains a paper presenting evidence on eighteenth
and nine teeth century France (the same material which is given by Colin
Clark); and another by Tsuru and Ohkawa on Japan (which however is
different in scope from the Ohkawa paper discussed under Japan in
Section II above and offers less information on income.
4of Capital Goods in Six Countries since 1870." An attempt is made here
to present the development of physical capital goods in comparable terms
for Germany, the United States, France, the United Kingdom, the Nether-
lands, and Sweden. The definition of capital goods is such that it
excludes basic land and resource values, stocks of raw materials and
inventories in general, but it includes improvement value of land and
resources.
Unfortunately, the paper does not deal in quantities expressed in
monetary units but in physical units, such as horsepower capacity, rail-
road mileage, register tons, etc. Valuation would be extremely difficult
and as Mr. Stuvel informed us in a letter, there is nobody to his know-
ledge who has attempted it. Nevertheless, the conclusions are interesting
since it gives sectoral and global estimates of the percentage rate of
1growth of the physical stocks of the six countries0
The tables for the individual countries are constructed in such a
way that from 1870 to 1920 benchmark estimates, and from 1920 to 1939
yearly estimates are given.
A summary of findings is shown in a table of 'average annual per-
centage increases.2
(2) Among the many statistical publications of the United Nations
the one which is most useful to the investigator of capital-output rela-
utonhips M the Statistical Papers, Series H, Nos. 1-5, Statistics of
National Income and Expenditure (published by the U. N. Statistical
Office, Department of Economic Affairs, New York).
1. The limited value of the estimates is emphasized and set out
in the text.
2. Stuvel, op. cit., Table IV, p. 23.
Data are presented for the period 1938-1952 for about thirty coun-
tries on national income in current and constant prices, per a
income, industrial origin of net product, distribution of income,
expenditure on gross product and relation ships among the main aggregates.
(3) Simon Kuznets,"International Differences in Capital Formation
and Financing," a paper prepared for the Conference on Capital Formation
and Economic Growth, sponsored by the Universities-National Bureau Com-
mittee for Economic Research, (unpublished, mimeographed), 1953.
The paper attempts "to compare trends in capital formation and
financing in a number of countries operating under the aegis of the
business system." The paper deals with the proportion of domestic
capital formation to national product; the foreign-based component of
total capital formation and with the various sources of financing.
Data are presented for the United States, the United Kingdom,
Sweden, Canada, France, and Denmark on long-run developments and for
about twenty-five countries for the year 1938 and the postwar years.
(4) Simon Kuznets,"Toward a Theory of Economic Growth;"a paper
presented at the Bicentennial Celebration of Columbia University,
Conference III: National Policy for Economic Welfare at Home and
Abroad, (unpublished, mimeographed), 1954.
The aim of the paper is to indicate the major questions that are
being raised in connection with the economic growth of nations, and to
point the directions that an approach to a theory may follow. The
argument is supplemented with ample statistical evidence.
*The appendix provides a summary collection of estimates relating
to population growth, long-term changes in national income, trends in
the industrial distribition of the labor force, proportion of domestic
and total capital foration to national product, and international
movements of goods, capital and labor. Long-run information is given
on a number of countries. The underlying sources are by and large the
same as the ones listed in Sections II and III of this paper.
A useful feature is an exhaustive bibliography of the available
literature and sources used for the different countries.
()Studies in Income and Wealth, edited by the National Bureau
of Economic Research, New York, 1950, contains a vast number of theo-
retically and statistically useful articles. Volume XII is devoted
entirely to the social accounting of national wealth. Materitil is
available on sectoral assets in the United States.
*
